Final Agenda

IOOS National HF Radar Technical Steering Team
28 July 2010
Consortium for Ocean Leadership Offices
1201 New York Ave.
Washington, DC

800-830  Beverages, Continental Breakfast

830-900  Introduction (Jack Harlan and Suzanne Skelley, NOAA IOOS)
         Deepwater Horizon Response Overview

900-1000 Define Terms of Reference
         Selection of Terms of Service for Team Members

1000-1015  Break

1015-1145 Freshwater HF Radar Discussion
         Define Tiger Team Responsibilities for this Topic
         Nominate Tiger Team Candidates

1145-115  Lunch

115-245  Wave Measurement with HF Radar Discussion

245-300  Break

300-330  Wave Measurement with HF Radar Discussion (cont.)
         Define Tiger Team Responsibilities for this Topic
         Nominate Tiger Team Candidates

330-500  Operational HF Radar: Roles, Responsibilities of Government, Academia,
         Private Sector (time permitting)
         Wrap-up
         Revisit Terms of Reference and Structure of Steering Team
         Plan Next Meeting of Full Steering Team
         Suggest Topics for Next Meeting